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INTRODUCTION 
Welcome, adventurer!  This guide teaches you how to play the warrior 

characters in WoW.  We primarily focus on the Player vs. Environment 

aspect of the game, but we discuss the Player vs. Player aspect when it is 

relevant. 
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CHAPTER 1: GETTING STARTED 
 

TERMINOLOGY 
As a beginner, one of the first things you need to do is learn the basic 

terminology.   “ok, if u guys get a debuff, get away from everyone or it’ll 

cause aoe damage” “other than that just zerg him down.  inc” 

WoW has its own lexicon.  I recommend you review the definition of 

the most common WoW terms in section A1 of the index. 

 

GEAR BASICS 
It is critical that you understand how to gear your character in WoW. 

Below are the primary three attributes found on items of gear: 

MATERIAL 

Quality of material used to construct gear 

 Cloth 

 Leather 

 Mail 

 Plate 

STATS 

Base attributes of character 

 Strength 

 Agility 

 Intellect 
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 Stamina 

 Spirit 

QUALITY 

The quality is identified by the font color of the item’s description in its 

tooltip 

 Common 

 Good 

 Rare 

 Epic 

 Legendary 

 

Items of gear have additional, advanced stats, including: haste, critical 
strike rating, hit rating, mastery rating, and expertise.  For simplicity, we will 

only focus on the basic stats. 

This guide only teaches you how to play the warrior class in WoW.  
Warriors wear mail gear from level 1 to 40.  At level 40, you can train to 

wear plate gear.  Both tanking and DPS warriors itemize their gear for 
strength and stamina.   

Section A2 in the index provides more detail on the various grades and 

stats for every class.  It behooves you to understand not only your own 
class, but every other class.  I encourage you to check it out if you are at all 

unclear on this subject. 
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CHAPTER 2: WARRIOR TALENTS 

OVERVIEW 
 

In this chapter, we examine each of the three warrior talent trees.  We 
do much more than simply define each talent.  We also offer special insights 

about each talent, like each talent’s applicability, pros and cons, and how 

they apply to PvE and PvP.  It would behoove you to read the chapter 

instead of using it as a reference. 

Below is an image of the three warrior talent trees: 

 

Warrior Talent Trees 

Your talent trees unlock when you hit level 10. ou must commit to a 
single talent tree until you spend 30 talent points. 
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MASTERY SPECIALIZATION TALENTS 
Each talent tree has specialization talents, which enhance magic or 

abilities in that tree.  When you initially choose a tree, you gain access to 

one or more specialization talents. 

Below are the level 70 and below specialization talents for warriors. 

 

 

Arms Specialization Talent 

 

 

Fury Specialization Talent 
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Protection Specialization Talent 

As you can see, each specialization talent enhances the spells most 
frequently used in its associated tree.  Mastery specialization talents become 

available to all classes at level 80.  

Below are the mastery specialization talents for warrior talent trees. 

 

Arms Mastery Specialization Talent 

 

Fury Mastery Specialization Talent 
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Protection Mastery Specialization Talent 

Level 80+ gears include a mastery stat, which helps you more 

effectively play your class. Now we will examine each talent and provide 
useful advice and insights for each talent. 
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CHAPTER 3: ARMS TALENT TREE 
 

In this chapter, we examine the arms talent tree.  Arms is considered 

to be the burst DPS spec with emphasis on bleed effects.  Many consider 
arms to be the spec of choice for PvP. 

 

WAR ACADEMY 
War Academy is an essential arms talent. 

 

Warrior Tanking Talent: War Academy 

War Academy incentivizes casting Devastate and Victory Rush by 

offering a respectable 15% damage buff. 

Prior to patch 4.0.6, War Academy increased the damage done by Cleave.  

Blizzard later nerfed it so that Cleave no longer benefits from it. 

FOR TANKING 

War Academy benefits protection-spec warrior tanks also.  You could 

alternatively spend points on the Cruelty talent, which is found in the fury 
talent tree. 

 

Fury Tree Talent: Cruelty 

You could take two points from Blitz and put them into Cruelty.   
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Personally, I prefer to Blitz talent because it guarantees a predictable 
behavior, whereas Cruelty increases the odds that some behavior will 

happen. 

Cruelty increases the critical strike chance of your Shield Slam ability 
by 10% (with two points).  If you utilize the Glyph of Blocking and you 
Shield Slam crit while Shield Block is active, the resulting critical strike can 

be huge.  Either way, both talents are great. 

 

FIELD DRESSING 
Field Dressing is an okay arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Field Dressing 

Field Dressing is a great talent for protection-spec warrior tanks and 

PvP encounters.  It is not as useful for DPS warriors in dungeons and raids.  

Spend two talent points on this talent for these conditions. 

Field Dressing increases the effectiveness of Enraged Regeneration by 20%, 
making it heal you for roughly 36%, which is a nice 6% increase.  Enraged 

Regeneration is a great defensive ability for warrior tanks.  We will discuss 

how warrior tanks use it in a later chapter on tanking. 

 
BLITZ 

Blitz is a great arms talent.   
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Arms Talent: Blitz 

Blitz is useful for PvP because you will need the extra rage and you will 

be charging quite a bit.  In dungeons and raids, the extra rage pays off also.  

Warrior tanks can benefit from the stunning effect of Blitz as well.  For DPS, 
PvE warriors, Blitz is not quite as useful, but it never hurts to have it.  

Always spend two talent points on Blitz. 

Blitz helps warrior tanks for pulling.  For example, some mobs in the 
Stonecore immediately charge random party members when aggroed, which 

can result in an automatic cluster-!@#$.  Blitz can stun these mobs before 

they have the chance.  For this reason, I spend two talent points on Blitz for 

my warrior tank. 

 
TACTICAL MASTERY 

Tactical Mastery is a moderately useful arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Tactical Mastery 

Tactical Mastery mainly has applications in PvP for situations when you 
want to use abilities available in different stances.  If you find yourself 

switching stances a lot for whatever reason, then Tactical Mastery will 

preserve vital rage in those situations.  In dungeons and raids, however, you 

typically will not have a reason to switch stances. 

Take this into consideration when spending two talent points on 

Tactical Mastery. 

Stance switching was much more common in the first few years of WoW.  
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One common scenario was switching to Berserker Stance in order to use 

Intercept.  Players often utilized complex stance-shifting macros.  The main 

problem back then was the huge amount of time it took to change stances 
and the subsequent loss of rage.  Fortunately, Blizzard added talents to all 

three talent trees that make changing stances to charge or intercept 

unnecessary. 

 
SECOND WIND 

Second Wind is a decent PvP arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Second Wind 

Stuns and stares are a big problem in PvP encounters, but not so 

much in dungeons and raids. 

Consider spending two talent points on Second Wind for battlegrounds 

and arena. 

As of this writing, in dungeons and raids, you will very infrequently get 
stunned or immobilized.  Therefore, Second Wind will almost never have 

serious applications in PvE. 

 
DEEP WOUNDS 

Deep Wounds is an essential arms talent.   
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Arms Talent: Deep Wounds 

Both PvE and PvP warriors benefit from this powerful bleed talent.  

Always spend three talent points here. 

 

DRUMS OF WAR 
Drums of War is a decent arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Drums Of War 

In PvP, rage preservation is a relatively important issue for warriors.  

In a battleground, rage starvation can severely limit your performance.  

Drums of War is less useful in dungeons and raids, however, where rage 

starvation is less of an issue (as of this writing). 

Consider spending two talent points on this arms talent for PvP talent 

builds. 

 

TASTE FOR BLOOD 
Taste for Blood is an essential arms talent.   
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Arms Talent: Taste For Blood 

Both PvP and PvE arms warriors frequently use Overpower.  Taste for 

Blood makes most of your Overpower procs strike critically, and incentivizes 

using Rend by giving you an automatic Overpower proc and frequent 

Overpower procs thereafter. 

PvP and PvE arms warriors should always spend three talent points on 

this essential arms talent. 

 

SWEEPING STRIKES 
Sweeping Strikes is a great arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Sweeping Strikes 

Sweeping Strikes provides a nice chunk of area-effect DPS for PvE 

arms warriors.  It is less useful in PvP encounters, however. 

Always spend one talent point on Sweeping Strikes for PvE talent 
builds. 

We discuss how to use Sweeping Strikes for great area-effect DPS in the 
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chapter on rotations. 

 

IMPALE 
Impale is an essential arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Impale 

Like Deep Wounds, Impale is another must-have arms talent for 
creating bleed effects. 

Always spend two talent points in this essential arms talent. 

 

IMPROVED HAMSTRING 
Improved Hamstring is a great PvP arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Improved Hamstring 

In dungeons and raids, as an arms warrior, you will spend most of 
your time focusing on maximizing your DPS—not crowd-controlling mobs.  

 There are much better crowd-controlling classes.  On the other hand, 

Improved Hamstring is a great talent for PvP, where snares and stuns can 
decide the victory. 

For PvP, it as a must have.  For PvE, avoid spending two talent points 

here. 
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IMPROVED SLAM 
Improved Slam is a great arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Improved Slam 

Improved Slam has applications in both PvP encounters and in 
dungeons and raids.  As of this writing, Improved Slam reduces its cooldown 

from 1.5 seconds to 0.5 seconds. 

Improved Slam used to make Slam instant.  A 0.5 second cast is very quick, 

but it forces you to remain immobile while casting Slam, which is annoying 

in my opinion. 

Slam also has a glyph that increases the critical strike chance by a 

modest 5%. 

 

Modest Slam Glyph 

Always spend two talent points on this arms talent. 
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DEADLY CALM 
Deadly Calm is an essential arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Deadly Calm 

Deadly Calm is an emergency arms talent and has applications in both 

PvP and in dungeons and raids.  In PvP, you can use Deadly Calm to quickly 

burn a player down, or during moments when you anticipate that you will be 

rage starved.  In dungeons and raids, you can strategically use Deadly Calm 
to maximize your DPS. 

Always spend one talent point on this essential arms talent. 

BLOOD FRENZY 
Blood Frenzy is an essential arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Blood Frenzy 

The arms talent tree emphasizes bleed effects and Blood Frenzy is a 
great example of how.  Blood Frenzy incentivizes using Rend in your DPS 

rotations for the added DPS.  It also occasionally rewards you with rage 

refunds, which is a nice perk. 

Always spend two talents on this great arms talent. 
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LAMBS TO THE SLAUGHTER 
Lams to the Slaughter is a great arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Lambs To The Slaughter 

Lambs to the Slaughter incentivizes using Mortal Strike by increasing 
the damage of several other abilities you will frequently include in your 

rotations, like Overpower and Slam. 

Always spend three talent points on this arms talent. 

We discuss how to leverage Lambs to the Slaughter to enhance your DPS in 

the chapter on rotations. 

 

JUGGERNAUT 
Juggernaut is a great arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Juggernaut 

Like the Blitz talent, Juggernaut incentivizes using Charge.  Juggernaut 
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slightly increases the duration of the Charge stun effect, making it more 

useful in PvP encounters.  It also modestly increases the critical strike 

chance of your next Mortal Strike, which is great for PvP and dungeons and 
raids.  It forces you to include a Mortal Strike or Slam early on in your 

rotations, but this is fine because, as an arms warrior, you will be using 

these abilities quite often anyway.  Juggernaut makes Charge and Intercept 

share a cooldown, which is also fine, because as we mentioned in the section 
on the Stance Mastery talent, you typically will not spend much time 

switching stances to Berserker Stance to use Intercept. 

For these reasons, always spend one talent point on this talent. 

 

SUDDEN DEATH 
Sudden Death is a great arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Sudden Death 

In both PvP and in dungeons and raids, you will always keep Colossus 

Smash on cooldown.  Sudden Death occasionally gives you an extra 
Colossus Smash. 

Always spend two talent points for this reason. 

 

WRECKING CREW 
Wrecking Crew is an essential arms talent.   
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Arms Talent: Wrecking Crew 

As we have mentioned several times, as an arms warrior, you will 

always keep Mortal Strike on cooldown.  Wrecking Crew incentivizes using 

Mortal Strike even further always applying a very reasonable 10% 

damage buff. 

Always spend two talent points on this essential arms talent. 

THROWDOWN 
Throwdown is a great crowd-control arms talent.   

 

Arms Talent: Throwdown 

Throwdown has applications in both PvP and in dungeons and raids, 

but more so in PvP encounters.  Throwdown is a good stun compared to the 

stuns offered by other classes, but not quite as good as the protection-spec 
talent, Concussion Blow, which has a much shorter, 30-second cooldown. 

Nevertheless, always spend one talent point on this essential crowd-

control arms talent for both PvP and PvE. 
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CHAPTER 4: FURY TALENT TREE 
 

In this chapter, we examine all of the talents in the fury talent tree.  

Fury emphasizes dual wielding both one- and two-handed weapons and 
offers powerful area-effect melee attacks.  Fury has commonly been 

considered best for DPS PvE warriors. 

 

BLOOD CRAZE 
Blood Crave is a moderately useful fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Blood Craze 

Blood Craze is mainly beneficial for questing/soloing, and marginal 
benefits in PvP encounters.  One could argue that Blood Craze could save 

your life, but intelligent, strategic game play is a superior way. 

Judiciously spend three talent points on this HoT fury talent. 

The fury talent tree is well known for its self healing abilities, like Bloodthirst 
and the Blood Craze talent.  In my experience, however, the glyphed version 

of Bloodthirst is satisfactory for self heals.  I have never had problems 

staying alive on any of the five warriors I have leveled, and I have never 

spent talent points on Blood Craze. 

 

 

BATTLE TRANCE 
Battle Trance is a decent rage-preservation fury talent.   
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Fury Talent: Battle Trance 

Battle Trance is one of the fury tree’s rage-preservation talents and it 

has about equal applications in both PvP encounters and in dungeons and 

raids. 

It never hurts to spend three talent points on this fury talent. 

 

CRUELTY 
Cruelty is a great fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Cruelty 

You cannot go wrong with a modest 10% increased critical strike 
chance, and, for obvious reasons, Cruelty has applications in both PvP 

encounters and in dungeons and raids. 

Always spend two talents on this fury talent. 

EXECUTIONER 
Executioner is a good fury talent.   
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Fury Talent: Executioner 

Executioner incentivizes use Execute by providing a stacking attack 
speed buff.  Some veteran warriors endorse using Execute and some do not. 

If you find yourself spamming Execute a lot, then certainly spend two 
talent points on this talent. 

Personally, the Executioner talent successfully bribes me into using Execute.  

The attack speed buff is worth it in my opinion. 

 

BOOMING VOICE 
Booming Voice is a good rage-generation fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Booming Voice 

Booming Voice pays off for fury warriors like to have additional rage 

available.  It is more useful in PvP encounters, where rage starvation is a 
bigger problem.  In dungeons and raids, however, you may want to spend 

two talent points elsewhere if you do not have issues managing your rage. 

RUDE INTERRUPTION 
Rude Interruption is a great fury talent.   
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REPLACE AFTER PATCH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Fury Talent: Rude Interruption 

Rude Interruption rewards good behavior and encourages warriors to 
interrupt casts by offering a modest 5% damage buff.  The more you 

interrupt casts, the more damage you will do.  Rude Interruption is arguably 

more useful in dungeons and raids than it is in PvP encounters, but it is still 

beneficial to both. 

Spend two talent points on this great fury talent if you do a lot of 
interrupting. 

It amazes me how even the most seasoned veteran WoW players so 

infrequently interrupt casts.  Well, it kind of amazes me.  In dungeons and 

raids, DPS warriors’ main goal is having the highest DPS and overall damage 
in the party.  Therefore, periodic interrupts can slightly reduce DPS.  

Interrupting casts does not necessarily benefit the warrior.  In a lot of 

cases—especially in Cataclysm dungeons—interrupting casts benefits other 

party members, usually the tank.  Lastly, a lot of players are simply lazy. 

Personally, when I am assessing how skilled a player is, I give more 
consideration to how many interrupts they have than how much damage 

they do.  Players who interrupt casts communicate that they are interested 

in doing things that benefit the party and not just themselves.  Interrupting 
also increases the entire party’s chance of survival, especially in dungeons 

like heroic Throne of Tides, where casts do considerable damage.  This is a 

better, more admirable attitude to have and people appreciate it.  

Nevertheless, the collective sexual obsession people have with damage 

meters will likely exist as long as MMOs exist. 

PIERCING HOWL 
Piercing Howl is an okay fury talent.   
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Fury Talent: Piercing Howl 

The usefulness of Piercing Howl has eluded me since its conception.  I 

can see how, in some cases, it can provide an area-effect snare/kiting ability 

in some PvP encounters.  Apart from that, it is really quite useless.  

Judiciously spend one talent point on this questionable fury talent. 

 

FLURRY 
Flurry is a great fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Flurry 

Fury warriors are known for their critical strikes.  You can expect to 
have the Flurry buff up most of the time in dungeons and raids.  Titan’s Grip 

warriors have notoriously slow attack speed and Flurry really helps out with 

this. 

Always spend three talent points on this essential fury talent. 

DEATH WISH 
Death Wish is an essential fury talent.   
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Fury Talent: Death Wish 

Death Wish is useful in PvP encounters and in dungeons and raids.  In 
PvP, you can use Death Wish to quickly burn an enemy player down.  It is 

obviously more effective when used against non-melee classes because it 

increases your damage taken.  In dungeons and raids, you can use Death 

Wish to maximize DPS. 

Always spend one talent point on this essential fury talent. 

 

ENRAGE 
Enrage is a good fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Enrage 

The more often you take damage, the more often Enrage will proc.  
Some veteran PvE warriors avoid this talent because they do not take 

enough damage to produce enough Enrage procs.  Enrage is more useful in 

PvP encounters because you take a lot more damage in PvP.  You take a fair 

amount of damage in Cataclysm heroic dungeons—compared with Wrath of 
the Lich King heroic dungeons—so Enrage may benefit you in heroic 

dungeons and raids. 

You certainly will not be wasting talent points by investing them in 
Enrage. 
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DIE BY THE SWORD 
Die by the Sword is a decent defensive fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Die By the Sword 

Die by the Sword is a great defensive fury talent and can save you in 
both PvP encounters and in dungeons and raids by basically making you 

immune to melee attacks for a little while, via parry.  It will not save you 

from fatal incoming casts, however.  Die by the Sword has applications in 

both PvP and PvE.  You certainly do not lose anything by investing two talent 
points here.  Avoid it, however, if you goal is to maximize DPS and be a 

glass cannon. 

 

RAGING BLOW 
Raging Blow is an essential fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Raging Blow 
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As the tooltip says, Raging Blow is a mighty blow! 

All fury warriors should spend one talent point on this bread-and-

butter fury talent. 

 

RAMPAGE 
Rampage is an essential fury support talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Rampage 

Rampage does not increase ranged or spell critical strike chance as of 
this writing.  The 5% increased critical strike chance for all melee classes in 

your party/raid alone makes Rampage worth the talent point.  Furthermore, 

it increases your own critical strike chance by 7%! 

HEROIC FURY 
Heroic Fury is a decent anti-crowd-control fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Heroic Fury 

Heroic Fury benefits PvP warriors more than PvE warriors.  As we have 

mentioned in this guide, snares and stuns are a much bigger problem in PvP 

encounters than they are in dungeons and raids.  Heroic Fury makes 
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Intercept available more often, which is great in PvP, but also nice to have in 

dungeons and raids. 

Take this into consideration when spending one talent point here. 

Personally, Charge and Intercept represent about 90% of the reason I love 
the warrior class so much.  I always spend one talent point on Heroic Fury 
because I love the increased mobility that Intercept offers, not so much for 

the snare-breaking effect. 

 

FURIOUS ATTACKS 
Furious Attacks is an okay fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Furious Attacks 

Furious Attacks is mainly a PvP fury talent, and a marginally beneficial 

talent at that.  It would be nice if Furious Attacks stacked or reduced healing 

by at least 25%—10% is pretty weak, in my opinion.  Nevertheless, Furious 
Attacks is an essential talent for PvP warriors. 

Mortal Strike used to reduce healing by 50% for quite a while, but Blizzard 

eventually decided that 50%. 

 

MEAT CLEAVER 
Meat Cleaver is a great fury talent.   
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Fury Talent: Meat Cleaver 

Meat Cleaver incentivizes using Cleave and Whirlwind for consecutive 
attacks, which you benefit more in dungeons and raids.  Personally, in PvP 

encounters, most of my attacks are single-target attacks, like Mortal Strike 

and Slam.  The only time I could see myself using Cleave would be in a huge 
battle ground skirmish, but that is rare.  Spend two talent points on Meat 

Cleaver for PvE talent builds that emphasize area-effect DPS, like heroic 

dungeons. 

 

INTENSIFY RAGE 
Inner Rage is an essential fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Intensify Rage 

Fury warriors should either always keep Death Wish on cooldown, or 
always use it in emergencies.  Personally, I keep it on cooldown. 

For this reason, Always spend two talent points on this essential fury 
talent. 

 

BLOODSURGE 
Bloodsurge is a great fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Bloodsurge 
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Bloodsurge incentivizes using Slam and has applications in both PvP 

encounters and in dungeons and raids.  Some veteran fury warriors make 

use of special addons that remind them to use Slam when Bloodsurge procs.  
WoW also offers visual cues for procs as well.  Personally, I have always had 

problems remembering to cast Slam during Bloodsurge procs, especially 

when I am in a critical PvP situation.  With enough practice, however, you 

will learn to hit all your Bloodsurge procs.  Bloodsurge is a great fury talent 
for both PvE and PvP warriors.   

 

SKIRMISHER 
Skirmisher is a great mobility fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Skirmisher 

Skirmisher greatly enhances Intercept and Heroic Leap by reducing 
their cooldowns by a respectable amount of time. 

Spend two talent points on this mobility talent if you spam Intercept 

and Heroic Leap like I do! 

 

TITAN’S GRIP 
Titan’s Grip is an essential 30-point fury talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Titan’s Grip 
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The fury tree offers two dual wielding options: dual wielding 2-handed 

weapons via Titan’s grip and dual wielding 1-handed weapons via the Single-

Minded Fury talent.  From the majority of reports I have read, dual wielding 
2-handers can offer greater DPS.  As you know, this sort of information is 

always subject to change as Blizzard releases future patches.  Whichever 

direction you go, always try to make an educated decision before 

proceeding. 

I recommend that you choose whichever one you are more comfortable 
with, or enjoy more.  Being a Recount Nazi can take some of the enjoyment 

out of the game in my opinion.   

 

SINGLE-MINDED FURY 
Single-Minded Fury is a great alternative fury talent to the Titan’s Grip 

talent.   

 

Fury Talent: Single-Minded Fury 

As I mentioned in the previous talent discussion, the majority of 

reports I have read indicate the Single-Minded Fury talent is the weaker of 
the two talents, in terms of PvE DPS.  Keep your eye on future patch notes.  

It is very possible Single-Minded Fury will become the new king of DPS in 

the future. 
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CHAPTER 5: PROTECTION TALENT 

TREE 

 
In this chapter, we examine all of the talents in the protection talent 

tree.  The protection tree constitutes the tanking tree for warriors.  It offers 

a plethora of useful tanking abilities, like stuns, interrupts, and 

defensive/survivability abilities. 

 

INCITE 
Incite is an okay protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Incite 

For tanking, Incite arguably offers more threat generation via Heroic 

Strike critical strikes.  Incite bribes you into including Heroic Strike in your 
tanking rotations.  In my experience, Incite is a so-so tanking talent.  It is 

not terrible, nor is it especially beneficial. 

You certainly do not lose anything by spending three talent points 
here, but you may benefit more by spending your talent points elsewhere. 

TOUGHNESS 
Toughness is an essential protection talent.   
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Protection Talent: Toughness 

Tanks should always focus on increasing damage mitigation.  Always 

spend three talent points on this for tanking. 

 

BLOOD AND THUNDER 
Blood and Thunder is an essential protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Blood and Thunder 

Blood and Thunder is a powerful tanking talent for holding aggro on 
multiple mobs, making it quite useful in heroic dungeons and trash pulls in 

raids.  The only problem with Blood and Thunder is the requirement that you 

include a Rend early on in your tanking rotation.  Warrior tanks suffer in 

their inability to front-load threat during pulls.  Casting Rend causes you to 
incur a 1.5 second global cooldown.  Most trigger-happy DPS players in PUGs 

will not give you enough time to gain aggro during pulls.  They can easily 

pull aggro off you during your 1.5 second Rend global cooldown. 

We discuss strategies for front-loading threat in the chapter on rotations. 

With Blood and Thunder, Rend becomes a central ability in your 
tanking rotations for trash mobs. 

Consider the following scenario: 

Scenario: Your party is fighting a pack of mobs A and B in Utgarde 

Keep 
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1. Charge A 

2. Rend A 

3. Thunder Clap A, B 
[Rend DoT debuff spreads to B] 

... 

The problem is that Rend does not help you front-load much threat 
when you are pulling. 

The following scenario illustrates this: 

Scenario: Your party is fighting a pack of mobs A and B in Utgarde 

Keep 

1. Charge A 
2. Rend A 

[Someone in your party acted too soon and gained aggro of B] 

[B starts charging party member] 

... 

Someone pulled aggro before you were able to cast Thunder Clap. 

The following scenario illustrates another problem: 

Scenario: Your party is fighting a pack of mobs A and B in Utgarde 

Keep 

1. Charge A 
[DPS party member prematurely attacks B and gains aggro] 

[You lose aggro of B and it charges DPS party member] 

... 

In this even more frustrating scenario, you lose aggro as soon as you 
Charge A. 

To this day, whenever this happens, I am always confused about what 

causes this. 

Here is the solution: 

Scenario: Your party is fighting a pack of mobs A and B in Utgarde 

Keep 

1. Charge A 

2. Cleave A, B 

[You gain aggro of A and B] 
3. Rend A 

4. Thunder Clap A, B 
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[Rend DoT spreads to B] 

... 

Alternatively, you can try the following: 

Scenario: Your party is fighting a pack of mobs A and B in Utgarde 
Keep 

1. Heroic Throw B 

[You gain aggro of B] 

2. Charge A 
3. Shield Slam 

[You gain aggro of A] 

4. Rend A 

5. Thunder Clap A, B 

[Rend DoT affects B] 
... 

  

The key here is to front-load threat with Cleave.  On the other hand, if 

your party has enough self-control to give you a couple seconds to gain 

aggro, you will not need to do this.  Nevertheless, it is useful to know how to 
handle these situations. 

 

SHIELD SPECIALIZATION 
Shield Specialization is a good protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Shield Specialization 

Shield Specialization is a great rage-preservation/-generation talent 

and it incentivizes using Spell Reflect by offering a whopping 60 rage for 

successful Spell Reflects.  Some warrior tanks avoid this tank because they 

feel that they can manage their rage fine without it—usually they are raid 
tanks.  Spend three talent points on Shield Specialization if you religiously 

use Spell Reflect—like I do—or if you want to reduce the chances of 
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becoming rage-starved in dungeons and/or raids. 

 

SHIELD MASTERY 
Shield Mastery an essential protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Shield Mastery 

The greatest benefit of Shield Mastery is the cooldown reduction on 

Shield Block; it reduces it from 60 seconds to 30 seconds.  It behooves you 

to include calls to Shield Block from macros, so that the macro automatically 
casts Shield Block every time it is up. 

The other cooldown reductions on Shield Wall and Spell Reflect are 
great too.  Shield Block, Shield Wall, and Spell Reflect have applications in 

PvP encounters too. 

As a warrior tank, always spend three talent points on this great 
protection talent. 

Veteran WoW players argue against keeping trinkets and select special 
abilities on cooldown by automatically calling them from macros because you 

lose the ability to surgically use them to improve your performance.  In the 

case of Shield Block, for example, it might help to cast Shield Block when 
you are taking excessive damage and almost dead.  In my experience using 

both manual and automatic casting methods, it is a little bit more convenient 

to automatically invoke trinkets and/or special abilities from macros.  I do 

not lose any significant performance and it conserves action bar space.  

Setting up macros that do can be a little annoying, however. 

We discuss macro creation in the chapter on macros. 
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HOLD THE LINE 
Hold the Line is a great protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Hold The Line 

 Hold the Line rewards you for having a high parry.  At level 80, 
protection-spec warrior tanks have a 30% chance to block.  Each block 

mitigates damage taken by 30%.  Critical blocks mitigate double the damage 

of a normal block.   Therefore, if a mob hits you for 1000 damage, your 

normal block would mitigate 300 damage—you eat 700 damage—and your 
critical block would mitigate 600 damage—you eat 400 damage. 

Always spend two talent points on this essential protection talent. 

 

GAG ORDER 
Gag Order is an essential protection talent.   

 

UPDATE FOR 4.0.6 PATCH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Protection Talent: Gag Order 

Gag Order is a powerful protection talent, although not as powerful as 

it was before Blizzard nerfed it in patch 4.0.6.   
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Gag Order provides a great way of dealing with casters and grouping mobs 

in dungeons. 

The Unfortunate History of Gag Order 

Prior to patch 4.0.6, warriors had a spell interrupt ability called Shield 

Bash and Gag Order used to extend the silencing property to Shield Bash as 
well as Heroic Throw.  Patch 4.0.6 removed Shield Bash, replacing it with 

Pummel—which can be used from Defensive Stance.  The huge problem is 

that Pummel only prevents casting from one school of magic as opposed to 

silencing the target.  This is devastating to warrior tanks that previously 
used the silencing property of Shield Bash to wrangle mobs containing 

multiple casters. 

For example, many of the mobs in Forge of Souls contained multiple, 
spread apart casters.  You could charge one caster, silence it with Shield 

Bash, and drag it over to another caster, creating a nice compact mob 

grouping.  If you use Pummel, you have to first wait until the casters begins 

casting, and then cast Pummel, and even then you could not drag the caster 
because it would instead begin casting a spell from another school of magic.   

The consequence of this nerf is disastrous for warrior tanks that like to 

keep mobs tightly grouped and more easily manage pulls that turn into 
cluster-!@#$s.  With the loss of Shield Bash and silence, you will have to 

more frequently employ LoS pulls or simply stand there while trash mobs 

are spread apart and let your party eat casts. 

Nevertheless, the ranged silence offered by Heroic Throw is invaluable, 

so you should always spend two talent points on Gag Order. 

 

LAST STAND 
Last Stand is an essential defensive protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Last Stand 
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Last Stand, Shield Wall, and Enraged Regeneration are your three 

cornerstone defensive abilities in the protection tree.  Always spend one 

talent point on this essential protection talent. 

 

CONCUSSION BLOW 
Concussion Blow is another essential protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Concussion Blow 

Concussion Blow is one of the most powerful stuns in the game.  

Always spend one talent point on this essential protection talent. 

BASTION OF DEFENSE 
Bastion of Defense is an essential protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Bastion Of Defense 

Bastion of Defense makes you un-crit-able as a tank and also gives 
you a damage buff when you avoid an attack. 

Always spend two talent points on this essential tanking talent. 
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In older patches, you were required to acquire tanking gear with a lot of 
avoidance stats—dodge, block, and parry—in order to become uncritable.  

Bastion of Defense solved this problem by moving this into a convenient 

protection talent. 

 

WARBRINGER 
Warbringer is an awesome protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Warbringer 

If you love the mobility of Charge and Intercept as much as I do, then 

always spend one talent point on Warbringer. 

Charging mobs is uber-fun.  If Blizzard ever nerfs this talent, I will probably 

abandon the class entirely and start playing Rift fulltime. 

 

IMPROVED REVENGE 
Improved Revenge is another essential protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Improved Revenge 

Revenge will probably always be one of your three most damaging 

abilities in heroic dungeons.  In my experience playing a protection-spec 

warrior in battlegrounds, Revenge is less useful.  Nevertheless, always spend 
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two talent points on this essential protection talent. 

 

DEVASTATE 
Devastate is an essential protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Devastate 

Devastate is the improved version of your Sunder ability. 

Always spend one talent point on this essential protection talent. 

 

IMPENDING VICTORY 
Impending Victory is a great protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Impending Victory 

Many veteran warrior tanks avoid spending talent points on Impending 
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Victory because they argue that if you have a competent healer, then you 

will not need to use Victory Rush.  Further, they argue that the 5% health 

refund is negligible.  In my experience, however, Impending Victory can 
save your life and prevent wipes.  For a heroic dungeon talent build, I 

recommend spending two talent points on this talent. 

THUNDERSTRUCK 
Thunderstruck is a great protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Thunderstruck 

For heroic dungeon talent builds, Thunderstruck is great because of 

the DPS buff to Rend, Cleave, and Thunderclap.  You will always include 

these abilities in your tanking rotations.  Thunderstruck also bribes you into 

using Shockwave after 2-3 Thunderclaps.  A 30% damage buff to 
Shockwave is okay.  Thunderstruck is not as beneficial for raid talent builds 

because it is tailored more for area-effect tanking. 

Take this into consideration before spending talent points on this 
talent. 

 

VIGILANCE 
Vigilance is an essential protection talent.   
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Protection Talent: Vigilance 

As a warrior tank, always expect at least one DPS member of your 

party to be a headache for you and excessively pull aggro off you.  

Whenever this happens, buff him with Vigilance. 

Warrior tanks should always spend one talent point on Vigilance. 

 

HEAVY REPERCUSSIONS 
Heavy Repercussions is a powerful protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Heavy Repercussions 

Heavy Repercussions incentivizes keeping yourself buffed with Shield 

Block and using Shield Slam while you are buffed with Shield Block. 

Always spend two talent points on this essential protection talent. 

 

SAFEGUARD 
Safeguard is a moderately useful protection talent.   
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Protection Talent: Safeguard 

Safeguard has always been the weakest protection talent.  It 
incentivizes using Intervene, which few use in the first place. 

Unless you religiously use Intervene, avoid spending talent points on 

Safeguard. 

 

SWORD AND BOARD 
Sword and Board is an essential protection talent.   

   

Protection Talent: Sword And Board 

Sword and Board periodically rewards you with a rage-free Shield 

Slam and enhances Devastate slightly. 

Always spend three talent points on this essential protection talent. 

 

SHOCKWAVE 
Shockwave is an essential 30-point protection talent.   

 

Protection Talent: Shockwave 
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Shockwave is a powerful, cone-based stun and has applications in PvP 

encounters and in dungeons and raids.  The Thunderstruck talent enhances 

Shockwave damage by 30%. 

Always spend one talent point on this essential protection talent. 

 

SUMMARY 
Here is a summation of the three talent trees. 

ARMS 
 Great PvP spec 

 Great burst damage and bleed effects 

FURY 
 Dual wielding PvE spec 

 Best PvE DPS spec 

 Best self-healing spec 

PROTECTION 
 Tanking spec 

 Best defensive abilities and survivability 

 

Now we will discuss tanking in more detail. 
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CHAPTER 6:EFFECTIVE ROTATIONS 

 
In this chapter, we will examine effective DPS rotations for Arms and 

Fury talent builds.  Let us start with the Arms talent tree. 

All the scenarios in this section are theoretical and meant to teach the 

basics of rotations and how the different talents affect rotations.  Better 
rotations exist.  As you play the class and develop greater skill, you will find 

rotations that work best for you. 

 

ARMS DPS ROTATIONS 

MULTIPLE-TARGET ROTATION EXAMPLE 

The following scenario illustrates an effective rotation for area-effect trash 

pulls: 

 

Scenario: Your party is fighting a pack of crabs A, B, and C in Slave 
Pens 

Setup 

1. Charge A 

[Juggernaut talent: your next Mortal Strike’s critical strike chance 

increases by 25%] 
2. Sweeping Strikes 

[Sweeping Strikes talent: your melee attacks strike an additional mob] 

3. Rend A[Blood Frenzy talent: increases damage taken by 2%, among 

other things][Taste for Blood talent: Rend damage makes Overpower 
available for use] 

The basic area-effect rotation begins here 

4. Slam A 

5. Mortal Strike A 
[Lambs to the Slaughter talent increases damage of next Mortal Strike, 

Overpower, Slam, Execute by 10%] 

6. Slam A 

7. Cleave A, B, ... 
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8. Slam A 

9. Mortal Strike A 

[Lambs to the Slaughter talent increases damage of next Mortal Strike, 
Overpower, Slam, Execute by up to 20%][Your rage is low] 

10. Battle Shout 

-- This might be a good time to replenish rage with Battle Shout 

11. Slam A 
12. Cleave A, B, ... 

... 

 

Let us walk through the above scenario.  In phase I, we setup the pull 

by charging and activating Sweeping Strikes for area-effect damage.  We 

apply a Rend to A to leverage the extra 2% damage offered by the Blood 
Frenzy talent, and to make Overpower available via the Taste for Blood 

talent.  Phase II is the basic area-effect rotation.  When you have little rage, 

use Slam.  The following tooltips illustrate the rage costs of Slam, Mortal 

Strike, and Cleave.  Slam costs 15 rage, Mortal Strike costs 20 rage, and 
Cleave costs 30 rage. 

 

Slam 

 

Mortal Strike 
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Cleave Tooltips 

Basically, you want to alternate casts to Slam and Mortal Strike and 
then cast Cleave when you have a fair amount of rage.  The basic rotation 

is: Slam -> Mortal Strike -> Slam -> Cleave -> Slam -> Mortal Strike -> 

Slam -> Cleave, etc.  During this rotation, you may need to replenish rage 

with Battle Shout.  

The Lambs to the Slaughter arms talent offers a stacking damage debuff on 
the target every time you cast Mortal Strike, up to three stacks.  This is a 

good reason why you should always keep Mortal Strike on cooldown. 

SINGLE-TARGET ROTATION EXAMPLE  

The following scenario illustrates a single-target rotation: 

Scenario: Your party is fighting the first boss in Utgarde Keep 

Setup 
1. Charge 

[Juggernaut talent: your next Mortal Strike’s critical strike chance 

increases by 25%] 

2. Rend 

[Blood Frenzy talent: increases damage taken by 2%, among other 
things] 

[Taste for Blood talent: Rend damage makes Overpower available for 

use] 

3. Colossus Smash 
4. Overpower[Your rage is low] 

5. Battle Shout 

Single-target rotation begins here 

6. Slam 
7. Mortal Strike 

8. Slam 

9. Colossus Smash 

10. Slam 
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11. Mortal Strike 

... 

Refresh Rend debuff 
[Rend debuff expires on boss] 

 

12. Rend  

[Blood Frenzy talent: increases damage taken by 2%, among other 
things] 

[Taste for Blood talent: Rend damage makes Overpower available for 

use] 

-- Optionally use Overpower 
13. Overpower 

Resume single-target rotation 

14. Slam 

15. Mortal Strike 
16. Slam 

17. Colossus Smash 

... 

 

The single-target arms rotation is similar to the area-effect rotation 

except that instead of using Sweeping Strikes and Cleave, we use Colossus 
Smash and Overpower.  In phase III, we illustrate how to refresh the Rend 

debuff on the boss for the 2% damage buff offered by Blood Frenzy and the 

optional Overpower cast.   

The basic single-target rotation is as follows: Slam -> Mortal Strike -> 

Slam -> Colossus Smash -> repeat.   

 
FURY DPS ROTATIONS 

SINGLE-TARGET ROTATION EXAMPLE 

Below is the basic single-target fury rotation: 

... 

1. Heroic Strik 
-- If Colossus Smash is available 

2. Colossus Smash 
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-- If Berserker Rage is available 

3. Berserker Rage 

4. Raging Blow 
-- If Bloodsurge procs 

5. Slam 

-- If Colossus Smash and Berserker Rage are both on cooldown 

6. Bloodthirst 
... 

Use Whenever Available 

Death Wish 

 

As the above scenario illustrates, the fury single-target rotation 

amounts to a large conditional statement wherein your choice of the ability 
to cast depends on the state of your cooldowns.  

As fury, it is useful to always keep Death Wish on cooldown.  Optionally, you 

can surgically cast Death Wish in critical situations.  

The following scenario illustrates how to integrate this rotation into a pull: 

 
Scenario: Your party is fighting a pack of mobs A, B, and C in 

Utgarde Pinnacle 

Setup 

1. Death Wish 

[Physical damage increase 20%, damage taken increased 5%] 
Single-target, priority-based rotation begins 

2. Heroic Strike 

3. Colossus Smash 

4. Berserker Rage 
5. Raging Blow 

-- Colossus Smash and Berserker Rage are both on cooldown 

6. Heroic Strike 

7.  Bloodthirst 
[Colossus Smash cooldown expires] 

8. Colossus Smash 

9. Heroic Strike 

[Berserker Rage cooldown expires] 
10. Berserker Rage 

11. Raging Blow 

[Bloodsurge procs] 
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12. Slam 

13. Heroic Strike 

14. Bloodthirst 
15. Heroic Strike 

[Colossus Smash cooldown expires] 

16. Colossus Smash 

... 

 

We begin the pull in phase I by casting Death Wish for the 20% 

damage buff.  After this we move right into the phase II and the basic 

single-target rotation.  As you can see from steps 2-16, the highest priority 

is always used.  You always want to keep Colossus Smash on cooldown 

because of its powerful armor-reducing debuff. 

 

Colossus Smash Tooltip 

Whenever Berserker Rage is available, you always cast it followed up 
by Raging Blow.  As the tooltip below indicates, Raging Blow is only available 

when you are enraged. 

 

Raging Blow Tooltip 
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Keep your eye on Colossus Smash and Berserker Rage and cast 

Bloodthirst whenever they are both on cooldown.  Bloodthirst and Slam—

when Bloodsurge procs—have about equal priority.  Bloodsurge procs can 
sometimes be difficult to see in heated combat, so it is useful be in the habit 

of casting Bloodthirst. 

There are addons that make it easier to tell when Bloodsurge procs occur.  

Have a peek at www.curse.com for WoW addons. 

MULTIPLE-TARGET ROTATION EXAMPLE 

Below are the tooltips for Whirlwind and Cleave: 

 

Cooldowns For Whirlwind 

 

Cooldowns For Cleave 

As you can see, Whirlwind is slightly less expensive but has a much 

longer cooldown than Cleave, which is why we prioritize Whirlwind over 
Cleave.  The multiple-target rotation is similar to the single-target rotation. 

... 

1. Colossus Smash-- If Whirlwind is available 

http://www.curse.com/
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2. Whirlwind-- If Cleave is available 

3. Cleave-- If Berserker Rage is available 

4. Berserker Rage 
5. Raging Blow-- If everything is on cooldown 

6. Bloodthirst 

... 

Use Whenever Available 
Death Wish 

 

Like the single-target rotation, you prioritize Colossus Smash for its 

powerful armor-penetration debuff.  Whirlwind and Cleave are next.  

Consider Raging Blow and Bloodthirst optional and for situations where you 

have plenty of rage.  On area-effect pulls, you typically want to save your 
rage for your area-effect attacks. 

The following scenario demonstrates how you might conduct an area-effect 
pull using the above rotation: 

 

Scenario: Your party is fighting a pack of mobs A, B, and C in 
Utgarde Pinnacle 

Setup 

1. Death Wish[Physical damage increase 20%, damage taken increased 

5%] 

Area-effect rotation 
2. Colossus Smash A 

3. Whirlwind A, B, C 

4. Auto Attack A 

... 
5. Cleave A, B, C 

6. Berserker Rage 

7. Raging Blow A 

[Bloodsurge procs] 
8. Slam A 

9. Bloodthirst A 

... 

[Whirlwind cooldown expires] 
10. Whirlwind A, B, C 

[Colossus Smash cooldown expires] 

11. Colossus Smash A 

...[Whirlwind cooldown expires] 
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12. Cleave A, B, C 

13.  Bloodthirst A 

... 

 

As the above scenario illustrates, it is more accurate to think about the 

rotation as a priority list, casting the highest priority abilities as they become 

available. 

 

PROTECTION TANKING ROTATIONS 

TRASH MOB ROTATION EXAMPLE 

The following scenario demonstrates a tanking rotation for area-

effect trash pulls: 

A           B    

 

  C 

 
    *  you 

A – Melee mob 

B – Caster mob 

C – Melee mob 

 

Scenario: Your party is fighting a pack of mobs A, B, and C in 

Utgarde Pinnacle.   

Pulling and setup 

1. Heroic Throw B 
2. Charge A 

[B is silenced and starts running towards your position by A] 

-- Cleave to front-load threat on the entire pack of mobs 

3. Cleave A, B, C 
4. Rend A 

Area-effect rotation 

 

5. Thunderclap , B, C 
-- Blood and Thunder talent: Rend debuff spreads to mobs B and C 

[Revenge procs] 

6. Cleave A, B, C 

7. Revenge A, C 
[Thunderclap cooldown expires] 

8. Thunderclap A, B, C 
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[Cleave cooldown expires] 

9. Cleave A, B, C 

[Revenge cooldown expires] 
10. Revenge A, C… 

 

Let us walk through this scenario.  During phase I, start by casting 

Heroic Throw on the caster mob B and then immediately cast Charge on A.  

This is an effective strategy for gathering the mobs together.  The idea is to 
silence the caster B and force it to merge with the melee mobs A and C.  

Next, we cast Cleave on all the mobs in order to front load threat right away.  

If you do not do this, it can sometimes be very easy to immediately lose 

aggro to another party member.  We cast Rend only one time in the 

beginning so we can leverage the Blood and Thunder talent, which causes 
Thunderclap to spread any existing Rend DoT to all nearby mobs. 

Phase II represents the basic area-effect rotation portion of the 
scenario.  It is essentially a priority list consisting of Thunderclap, Cleave, 

and Revenge—all three are area-effect abilities.  During this phase, you can 

optionally include a cast to Demoralizing Shout to create a damage 

mitigating debuff on the surrounding mobs. 

It is always smart to keep mobs debuffed with Demoralizing Shout.  It 

makes the healer’s life a little easier. 

FINAL THOUGHTS ON ROTATIONS 

When you first learn a class, it will be overwhelming to memorize the 

priority list, remember what key is mapped to each ability, making sure you 
are facing the mob and avoiding hazards, and keeping up with party chat, all 

simultaneously.  After much practice, you will have the rotation committed 

to memory, so you will not have to check cooldowns as much, and you will 

be able to spend most of your time watching combat and other things.  It is 

all about developing hardcore multi-tasking skills.   
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CHAPTER 7: USING MACROS 
 

WoW macros are amazingly powerful.  We will spend this chapter 

describing the basics of macro creation.  We will walk through the creation of 
a useful tanking macro. 

The following website offers a great tutorial for WoW macros: 

www.wowwiki.com/Making_a_macro.  

 

CREATING A USEFUL TANKING MACRO 

FOR CHARGE AND INTERCEPT 
Let us begin by opening the macro dialog box by typing ―/m‖ and 

pressing the enter key.  Click the New button and enter ―charge‖ as the 

name of the macro, and then click the Okay button.  You do not need to 

choose an icon for your macro because our macro will automatically choose 
the icon.  Click the question mark icon and drag it onto your action bar.  

Whenever you click on the icon or press a key that is bound to it, it will 

invoke the macro. 

Enter the following text into the ―Enter Macro Commands‖ text area. 

#showtooltip 

/castsequence reset=14 Charge, Intercept 

The #showtooltip command on the first line instructs the macro to 

utomatically choose the icon for the ability being invoked in the macro. 

/castsequence reset=14 Charge, Intercept 

The castsequence command uses the following syntax:  

/castsequence [switches] [abilities] 

 

In our macro, we use reset=14 for the switch and Charge, Intercept 

as the abilities.  The reset=14 switch instructs the macro to reset back to 

http://www.wowwiki.com/Making_a_macro
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the first ability after 14 seconds.  The Charge, Intercept ability list instructs 

the macro to cast Charge the first time you invoke the macro, and Intercept 

the second time.  The third time you invoke the macro, it will attempt to cast 
Charge if it is not on cooldown. 

Without specifying a reset parameter, the macro would alternate 

between Charge and Intercept.  The first time you click the macro, it casts 

Charge.  The second time, it casts Intercept.  The third time, it casts Charge, 

and so on.  The reason why we specify a reset=14 parameter is so it will 

force the macro to wait 14 seconds for the Charge cooldown to expire. 

By specifying a reset parameter of 14 seconds, the Charge ability icon will 
appear one second early and make it visually easier to predict when Charge 

will be off cooldown. 

 

CREATING MORE BUTTONS USING AN 

ALT-MODIFIER MACRO 
A common problem that WoW players encounter is running out of keys 

for their abilities.  Macros offer logical branching commands that allow you to 

perform one of multiple actions, depending on a set of conditions. 

Consider the following macro: 

#showtooltip 

/cast [nomod:alt] Thunder Clap; [mod:alt] Demoralizing Shout 
/startattack 

 

The macro works as follows.  If you are not pressing Alt, it will cast 

Thunder Clap.  The [nomod:alt] condition handles this.  If you are pressing 

Alt, it will cast Demoralizing Shout.  The [mod:alt] condition handles this. 

The second line of the above macro uses the following syntax: 

/cast [condition1] action1; [condition2] action2 

In our macro example, condition1 is nomod:alt, which means ―not 

holding the alt button, and condition2 is mod:alt, which means ―holding the 
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alt key.  Therefore, when you are not holding the alt key, the macro, it will 

cast action1 (Thunder Clap), and when you are not holding the alt key, it will 

cast action2 (Demoralizing Shout). 

We include the startattack command in this macro so that if you are 

spamming this macro, it will conveniently make you start attacking a nearby 

mob.  If you do not include this command, you will have to target the mob 

manually.  If we omit the last line of the macro, /startattack, then you 

must manually target mobs in front of you.  /startattack conveniently 

targets mobs for us, saving a little bit of time. 

My action bar setup consists almost entirely of branching macros like these.  
Whenever I press and hold the alt key, the entire action bar changes to an 

alternate set of abilities. 

 

AUTOMATICALLY INVOKING TRINKETS 

AND OTHER SPECIAL ABILITIES 
Another useful aspect of macros is the ability to cast special abilities 

and activate trinkets automatically by embedding them into other macros.  

Consider the following Cleave macro. 

#showtooltip 

/cast [nomod:alt] Cleave; [mod:alt] Heroic Strike 

/cast [combat] Inner Rage 
/cast [combat] Shield Block 

/cast [combat] Berserker rage 

/use [combat] 13 

/use [combat] 14 
/startattack 

 

Let us examine each line of this large macro, starting with the second line: 

/cast [nomod:alt] Cleave; [mod:alt] Heroic Strike 

This line instructs the macro to cast Cleave whenever you are not 

holding the alt key and Heroic Strike whenever you are. 
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/cast [combat] Inner Rage 

/cast [combat] Shield Block 

/cast [combat] Berserker rage 

The above lines instruct the macro to cast Inner Rage, Shield Block, 

and Berserk Rage, but only when you are not in combat mode.  This 
conveniently saves you the trouble of having to manually cast them. 

/use [combat] 13 

/use [combat] 14 

Each item of gear in your character pane can be activated by using the /use 

command and specifying a number that represents the item of gear.  See 

www.wowwiki.com/Making_a_macro for more details. 

The above lines instruct the macro to activate the first trinket—
identified by the 13—and the second trinket—identified by the 14 only when 

you are in combat mode.  This is also very convenient. 

The obvious advantage of using a macro like this is that you do not 

need to manually cast Shield Block, Berserker Rage, or Inner Rage, nor 

activate either of your trinkets.  This saves loads of action bar space and 

simplifies everything.   

 

ADVANCED MACRO COMMANDS 

TARGET-BASED CONDITIONAL MACROS 

Let us examine a handful of more advanced macro commands.  Consider 

the following Taunt macro: 

#showtooltip 

/cast [help, nodead] Vigilance; [harm, nodead] Taunt 

The [help, nodead] condition instructs the macro to cast Vigilance on 

the target if that target is friendly (help) and it is not dead (nodead).  The 

[harm, nodead] condition instructs the macro to cast Taunt on the target if 

it is an enemy (harm) and it is not dead (nodead). 

This macro allows you to merge the Vigilance and Taunt command into 

a single macro and the macro behaves differently depending on what you 

http://www.wowwiki.com/Making_a_macro
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have targeted. 

The following macro takes the macro logic a step farther. 

#showtooltip 

/cast [nomod:alt, help, nodead] Vigilance; [nomod:alt, harm, 
nodead] Taunt; [mod:alt] Challenging Shout; [nocombat] 0 1 

This macro extends the previous one by checking for the conditions 

when you are either holding or not holding the alt key.  All of the previous 
actions are the same as the previous macro, but they only when you are not 

pressing the alt key.  If you are holding the alt key—the [mod:alt] 

Challenging Shout condition—then the macro will cast Challenging Shout.   

The [nocombat] condition works as follows.  If you are not targeting 

an enemy mob, you are not targeting a friendly player, and you are not 

holding the alt key, the macro will use the first item in your backpack.  This 

can be a convenient way to eat/drink between pulls, while you are not in 
combat mode.  When using this macro, it is always important to remember 

that it functions based on what you have targeted, so sometimes you may 

need to untarget mobs or players for it to perform the desired behavior. 

FOCUS MACRO 

Let us examine how to use the focus functionality from a macro.  Consider 
the following focus macro: 

/clearfocus [@focus, noexists] 

/clearfocus [@focus, dead] 
/focus [harm, nodead, exists] 

The above macro is useful if you bind it to something like the left side 
button on your mouse.  

You can use it to set and clear focus targets for other spells or macros.   

/clearfocus [@focus, noexists] 

/clearfocus [@focus, dead] 

The above macro commands instruct the macro to clear the current 
focus target if you currently have nothing targeted, or if your current enemy 

target is dead. 

You could use the above macro work with the following mage 
Polymorph macro: 
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#showtooltip 

/cast [nomod:alt] Polymorph; [mod:alt, @focus] Polymorph 

Target an enemy mob and click the left side button on your mouse—
this sets focus to the targeted mob.  Next, target another enemy mob.  As 

soon as the tank pulls, hold alt and activate the Polymorph macro.  It will 
cast Polymorph on the focused mob without changing your current target! 

 
CONCLUSION 

We covered a lot in this chapter.  You should have a good idea how 
powerful and versatile macros are.  I encourage you to experiment with your 

own macros and see what works best for you.   

When I decided after two years of playing WoW to start using macros, it 
improved my performance more than just about anything.  Prior to this, my 
performance suffered because I ran out of keys and consequently had to 

click on my action bar.  Once I created macros for all of my primary abilities 

and bound them to keys, I immediately noticed how dramatically it improved 

my performance. 

If you are running into problems clicking, I strongly recommend you 
give macros a try. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Thank you for taking the time to study this guide.  There is much more 

to cover in regards to the paladin class, which we will cover in future 
publications.  Good luck in your PvE and PvE WoW endeavors. 
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INDEX 
 

WOW TERMINOLOGY 
Mob  

Refers to any hostile beast, demon, humanoid, elemental, or other type 

of monster. 

Mobs  
Refers to a pack of mobs. 

AE, AoE  

Stands for Area Effect or Area of Effect.  This refers to spells and/or ilities 

that affect all targets in a given radius, as opposed to only affecting a 
single target. 

Add, Adds 

Stands for ―additional‖, as in additional mob.  Typically, adds are 

additional mobs that appear in important encounters like boss fights 

Aggro  
Means "the state of being angry and aggressive over a situation."  If you 

have an enemy mob’s agro, then the mob has you targeted and is going 

to attack you.  When you attack a mob, a percentage-based number will 

appear above your character’s nameplate, representing the amount of 
aggro you have accrued. 

Once this number reaches 100%, you will have the mob’s full aggro and 

it will begin attacking you.   

Blizzard recently implemented a very useful feature for detecting changes 
in aggro.  When you begin to either gain aggro or gain full aggro, you will 

hear a sound affect that sounds like a deep drum sound.   

DPS  

Stands for Damage per Second.  The term DPS is synonymous with 

"attack", so if a player says "DPS that mob!" it means, "Attack that mob!" 
Buff  

Refers to any temporary, beneficial effect on a player.  Buffs are 

displayed as in icon below a player’s nameplate.  Buffs for your character 

are displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the screen. 
Debuff  

Refers to any temporary, detrimental effect on a player.  Debuffs are 

displayed on the second row below a player’s nameplate, below buffs.  

Debuffs for your character are displayed in the upper right-hand corner of 
the screen, one row below your buffs. 
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DoT  

Stands for Damage over Time.  Refers to a debuff that is caused by a 

damaging enemy attack. 
HoT  

Stands for Heal over Time.  The paladin healing spell, Holy Radiance, is 

an example of a HoT spell. 

Pull  
To pull a mob means to attack it, causing you to receive aggro.  

Zerg 

To kill a mob or mobs rapidly, usually by blowing cooldowns. 

Inc 
Stands for ―incoming.‖  Tanks sometimes say this right before they pull a 

boss. 

OP 

Stands for Over-Powered.  Classes that have abilities that make them too 
powerful are considered to be OP.  For example, if a class does too much 

damage, is too difficult to kill (in Player vs. Player), or if the class has 

abilities that are too intelligent, then they would be considered OP. 

LoS 

Stands for line-of-sight.  To LoS a mob means to aggro the mob and then 
get behind an obstacle like a wall, corner, pillar, etc. in order to break the 

line-of-sight between yourself and that mob, thereby causing the mob to 

come to you. 

 
GEAR/CLASS LOOK-UP TABLES 
Stat Description Classes that Benefit 

Stamina Increases health points. All classes benefit from this 
stat. 

Agility Increases attack power and 

critical strike chance. 

 Shaman (Enhancement) 

 Rogue 

 Druid (Feral) 

 Hunter 

Strength Increases attack power.  Warrior 
 Paladin 

 Death Knight 

Intellect Increases mana, spell critical 

strike chance, and spell power. 

 Mage 

 Priest 

 Warlock 
 Shaman (Elemental, 
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Restoration) 

 Druid (Restoration) 

 Paladin 

Spirit Increases mana regeneration 
while not casting. 

 Priest 
 Shaman (Restoration) 

 Paladin (Holy) 

 Druid (Restoration) 

 Priest (Holy) 

The following table details the quality rating and stats for each class. 

 

APPLICABLE TYPES OF GEAR FOR EACH 

CLASS 
Class Gear Quality Gear Stats 

Hunter Leather, until level 40 

Mail, level 40+ 

 Stamina 

 Agility 

Warrior Mail, until level 40 

Plate, level 40+ 

 Stamina 

 Strength 

Warlock Cloth  Stamina 
 Intellect 

Priest Cloth  Stamina 

 Intellect 

 Spirit 

Mage Cloth  Stamina 
 Intellect 

Death Knight Plate  Stamina 

 Strength 

Paladin Mail, until level 40 

Plate, level 40+ 

 Stamina 

 Strength 
 Intellect 

 Spirit 

Shaman Leather, until level 40 

Mail, level 40+ 

 Stamina 

 Agility 

 Intellect 
 Spirit 

Rogue Leather  Stamina 

 Agility 
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Druid Leather  Stamina 

 Agility 

 Intellect 
 Spirit 
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RECOMMENDED RESOURCES 
 

 www.WoWBoost.com 
o #1 WoW Video Training.  Watch and learn how to 

dominate WoW in every class and spec! 
 www.HowExpert.com 
o Get more ―How To‖ guides at our website. 

 How To Level Fast In WoW 

o Be guided  to leveling your WoW characters fast from 1 

to 85 quickly, easily, & affordably 

 How To Play a Warlock In WoW 
o Learn the applicability of every warlock talent and 
master the most effective, field-tested DPS rotations for 
each talent tree 

 How To Play a Hunter In WoW 
o Learn how to become the best hunter player in WoW  

 How To Play a Mage In WoW 
o Learn the finest mage talent build 

 How To Play a Rogue In WoW 
o Learn how to effectively control your pet for maximum 
performance 

 How To Play a Shaman In WoW 
o Maximize the potential of your shaman talent for DPS 
rotations and strategies revealed 

 How To Play a Paladin In WoW 
o Learn all of the most advanced secrets, tricks, and 
techniques used by the best Paladins 

 How To Play Druid In WoW 
o Become an outstanding, in demand druid player in WoW 

in a very short time, then get the ―How to Play a Druid 
in WoW‖ guide. 

http://www.wowboost.com/
http://www.howexpert.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Level-Fast-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004LGTNN4
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Warlock-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004QS93M8
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Hunter-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004Q3RLHM
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Mage-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004QOAVOQ
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Rogue-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004T3ABVC
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Shaman-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004QOAWVS
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Paladin-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004RCLVUK
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Druid-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004TZ1RPY/
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 How To Play Priest In WoW 
o Be able to use healing abilities using discipline talent 

tree, holy talent tree and shadow talent tree. 
 How To Play Death Knight 
o Learn all of the most advanced secrets, tricks, and 

techniques used by the best Death Knight, developed 
over a period of five years! 

 How To Run a WoW Guild 
o Discover best practices of guild masters. 

 How To PvP In WoW 
o Be aware of the Player vs.Player basic concepts. 

 How To Tank In WoW as Warrior 
o Discover the most powerful macros available to Warrior 

tanks, and learn how to make your own customized 
macros for maximum performance 

 How To Make Macros In WoW 
o Learn how to utilize macros to dramatically improve 

your performance 
 How To Play WoW 
o Be familiar with the WoW environment 

 How To Make WoW Gold Fast 
o In this step-by-step guide you will learn the different 

techniques in making WoW gold. 

http://www.amazon.com/Play-Priest-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004ZLYW68/
http://www.amazon.com/Death-Knight-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004U345CC/
http://www.amazon.com/World-Warcraft-Guild-Step--ebook/dp/B005C1MVJK
http://www.amazon.com/World-Warcraft-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B005CBD6W6
http://www.amazon.com/Tank-Warrior-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004NSV60I
http://www.amazon.com/Make-Macros-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B005EZIHSI
http://www.amazon.com/How-Play-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004ZLYVYG
http://www.amazon.com/Make-Gold-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004OYTP9K

